Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

(Don't) Call Me Crazy : 30+ Writers and Artists Start the Conversation ...
9 781616 207816

by Jensen, Kelly

Essays, lists, poems, and art explore the ways in which 33 contributors cope--and thrive--with mental illness
including actress Kristen Bell, figure skater Nancy Kerrigan, and bestselling YA authors like Libba Bray, Adam
Silvera, and Victoria Schwab.

Publisher: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill

ISBN-13:

9781616207816

Price: $24.95

Form: TP

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: October 2018

100 Blagues! et Plus... N? 44
9 781443 165778

by Lavoie, Julie

See below for English description. Faits cocasses, blagues, devinettes et illustrations hilarantes, le tout
rassemblé dans d'amusants petits livres en format de poche. À partager avec sa famille et ses amis, n'importe
quand et n'importe où! Fun facts, jokes and riddles that promise hours of fun for everyone! Not published in
English.

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443165778

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 108

Pub. Date: March 2018

All about Anne
9 781772 600605

by Anne Frank House Staff

In this nonfiction book for middle-grade readers, Anne Frank's life story is told by answering the most
frequently asked questions from young people at the Anne Frank House Museum, with detailed photographs
and illustrations.

Publisher: Second Story Press

ISBN-13:

9781772600605

Price: $24.95

Form: TC

Pages: 72

Pub. Date: September 2018

Almost Midnight : Two Festive Short Stories by Rainbow Rowell
9 781529 003772

by Rowell, Rainbow

Two festive short stories by bestselling author Rainbow Rowell, illustrated by Simini Blocker

Publisher: Pan Macmillan

ISBN-13:

9781529003772

Page: 1

Price: $13.99

Form: TP

Pages: 160

Pub. Date: October 2018

www.whitehots.com
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Ara the Star Engineer
9 781989 025055

by Singh, Komal

Age range 5 to 7 Ara the Star Engineer is the story of an inspiring young girl who uses her smarts and grit to
solve a big problem. Ara loves numbers-- BIG numbers. She wants to program her droid DeeDee ("Beep!") to
count all the stars in the sky, but she's not sure how. In this whimsical adventure, Ara visits Innovation Plex to
enlist the help of four tech trailblazers -- inspiring real-life engineers at Google who are today's equivalents of
Ada Lovelace and Katherine Johnson. With her new friends, she explores the algorithm of success: coding,
courage, creativity, and collaboration. In the end, Ara discovers that the superpower of science and friendship
can solve any problem, and be lots of fun. ('Beeeeep!') 'We'vealways said 'If she can see it, she can be it.' With
Publisher: Page Two Books, Inc.

ISBN-13:

9781989025055

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2018

Autumn Babies
9 781682 630662

by Galbraith, Kathryn O.

Energetic rhyming text takes the reader through a park landscape with an adorable cast of toddlers, introducing
a variety of seasonal activities.

Publisher: Peachtree Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781682630662

Price: $9.95

Form: BD

Pages: 20

Pub. Date: September 2018

Bear Can't Sleep
9 781481 459730

by Wilson, Karma

Bear's many animal friends try to help him get to sleep in time for winter hibernation in this companion story to
Bear Snores On . It's winter, and deep in the forest, Bear should be fast asleep. But when his friends come by to
check on him, they realize that Bear is still awake! They brew him hot tea and sing him lullabies, but nothing
seems to work. Can Bear get to bed? Or will he be up all winter?

Publisher: McElderry Books, Margaret K.

ISBN-13:

9781481459730

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2018

Bonne F&ecirc;te, Coupe Stanley!
9 782924 833056

by Couture, Marc
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Du Phoenix

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9782924833056

Page: 2

Price: $8.95

Form: TP

Pages: 80

Pub. Date: February 2018
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Bridge of Clay
9 781984 830159

by Zusak, Markus

THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An unforgettable family saga from Markus Zusak, the
storyteller who gave us the extraordinary bestseller THE BOOK THIEF, lauded by the New York Times as "the
kind of book that can be life-changing." "One of those monumental books that can draw you across space and
time into another family's experience in the most profound way." -- The Washington Post "Mystical and loaded
with heart, it's another gorgeous tearjerker from a rising master of them." -- Entertainment Weekly
"Devastating, demanding and deeply moving." -- Wall Street Journal The breathtaking story of five brothers
who bring each other up in a world run by their own rules. As the Dunbar boys love and fight and learn to
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

ISBN-13:

9781984830159

Price: $32.50

Form: TC

Pages: 544

Pub. Date: October 2018

But Not the Armadillo
9 781481 481007

by Boynton, Sandra

For more than thirty-five years, readers have wondered what happens to the mystery armadillo on the last page
of Sandra Boynton's classic board book , But Not the Hippopotamus . Now, at last, comes the long-awaited
sequel. Behold the armadillo, a cute and curious creature who follows his nose wherever it goes. Join him as he
quietly travels the less-traveled road: he picks cranberries, stops and smells the flowers, takes a nap in the
meadow, searches out the source of a beautiful melody, and at day's end passes an overeager hippo sprinting the
other direction. Told with Boynton's signature charm and unpredictability, But Not the Armadillo is a gentle
and worthy companion book to But Not the Hippopotamus-- perfect for curious little kids and grown-ups alike.
Publisher: Little Simon

ISBN-13:

9781481481007

Price: $7.99

Form: BD

Pages: 16

Pub. Date: September 2018

Can a Cat Do That?
9 781534 427242

by Carle, Eric

A bee can fly. Can a cat do that? Find out in this Ready-to-Go! Ready-to-Read filled with Eric Carle's iconic art
style. Perfect for kids at the beginning of their reading journeys, Can a Cat Do That? was written for children
who have learned the alphabet and are ready to start reading! And what better way to get kids excited than with
a fun story with words they can actually read by the one and only Eric Carle? Each Ready-to-Go! Ready-toRead includes a note to parents explaining what their child can expect, a guide at the beginning for readers to
become familiar with the words they will encounter in the story, and reading comprehension questions at the
end. Each Ready-to-Go! story contains about 100 words and features sight words, rhyming words, and
Publisher: Simon Spotlight

ISBN-13:

9781534427242

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2018

Carmela Full of Wishes
9 780399 549045

by de la Peña, Matt

When Carmela wakes up on her birthday, her wish has already come true--she's finally old enough to join her
big brother as he does the family errands. Together, they travel through their neighborhood, past the crowded
bus stop, the fenced-off repair shop, and the panaderYa, until they arrive at the Laundromat, where Carmela
finds a lone dandelion growing in the pavement. But before she can blow its white fluff away, her brother tells
her she has to make a wish. If only she can think of just the right wish to make . . . With lyrical, stirring text and
stunning, evocative artwork, Matt de la Pe a and Christian Robinson have crafted a moving ode to family, to
dreamers, and to finding hope in the most unexpected places.
Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group

ISBN-13:

9780399549045

Page: 3

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Carnet de l'enfer : N? 5 - la Fureur du P-Rex
9 781443 165853

by Cummings, Troy

See below for English description. Alors qu'Alexandre marche sans regarder où il va, il trébuche sur une
immense empreinte de pied. Près d'elle se trouvent plusieurs bonbons. En menant l'enquête, il réalise que la
ville semble avoir été inondée de friandises. La Patrouille secrète anti-monstre devra combattre le plus gros
monstre auquel elle a jamais été confrontée! Les lecteurs retrouveront dans ce cinquième tome de Carnet de
l'enfer un texte facile à lire, beaucoup d'action et des illustrations en noir et blanc, mais surtout, des monstres et
beaucoup d'humour! Alexander is always on the lookout for monsters. But he is not watching where he is going
when he stumbles into a GIANT footprint. And his friend Rip keeps finding candy in the street. What kind of
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443165853

Price: $9.99

Form: TP

Pages: 96

Pub. Date: March 2018

Clementine for Christmas: a Wish Novel : Null
9 780545 839525

by Benedis-Grab, Daphne

An irresistible friendship story that sparkles with humor and Christmas spirit -- now in paperback in the Wish
line!

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9780545839525

Price: $8.99

Form: TP

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: September 2018

Cool Builds in Minecraft
9 781338 325324

by Future Publishing Staff

Master Minecraft building today! This is the definitive book that covers mining resources to crafting buildings,
vehicles and even entire worlds. 100% unofficial. Created by Future plc and GamesMaster, leaders in video
game publishing.

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338325324

Price: $11.99

Form: TP

Pages: 128

Pub. Date: October 2018

Crash, Splash, or Moo!
9 780316 483018

by Shea, Bob

Calling all daredevils! It's time to play CRASH, SPLASH, OR MOO! in this boisterous picture book with all
the excitement of a game show. Mr. McMonkey is your host, and your contestants are America's favorite stunt
clam, Action Clam...and a cow! These unlikely daredevils face off in a zany sequence of challenges--and
readers get to guess the outcome of all the wacky stunts. The winner gets a Golden Banana! Readers will be
laughing, cheering, and giving themselves a round of applause as they play the game over and over again. Bob
Shea, creator of many favorite funny books, including Unicorn Thinks He's Pretty Great and the Ballet Cat
series, provides endless storytime fun with high-energy audience participation.
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780316483018

Page: 4

Price: $23.49

Form: PB

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Dent Perdue
9 782091 932675

by Battut, ?ric
No Annotation Included

Publisher: Nathan

ISBN-13:

9782091932675

Price: $5.95

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: February 2018

Dino-Christmas
9 781512 403152

by Wheeler, Lisa

Have yourself a merry Dino-Christmas! Dinos big and small deck the halls and enjoy snowball fights, hot
cocoa, a parade, and more. Share in the dinosaurs' delight as they eagerly await the arrival of everyone's favorite
. . . Santa Claws!

Publisher: Lerner Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781512403152

Price: $25.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2018

Divided Earth
9 781626 721609

by Hicks, Faith Erin
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION.

Publisher: Roaring Brook Press

ISBN-13:

9781626721609

Price: $19.50

Form: TP

Pages: 272

Pub. Date: September 2018

Diwali Lights
9 781459 819085

by Singh, Rina

A dazzling board book that introduces little ones to the Indian festival of Diwali through a selection of brilliant
sights and sounds.

Publisher: Orca Book Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781459819085

Page: 5

Price: $9.95

Form: BD

Pages: 24

Pub. Date: August 2018
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Doctor Who - The Road to the Thirteenth Doctor
9 781785 869310

by Peaty, James

Join the road to the Thirteenth Doctor with this essential comics collection, featuring three standalone tales of
the Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth Doctors, and a tantalising prologue to the Thirteenth Doctor's All New Comics
Adventures! And on the ROAD TO THE THIRTEENTH DOCTOR, written and drawn by the creative team of
the all-new ongoing Thirteenth Doctor series, meet a brand new character who has been drawn to incarnations
of the Doctor all throughout history--but will they be friend or foe?!

Publisher: Titan Books Limited

ISBN-13:

9781785869310

Price: $22.99

Form: TP

Pages: 96

Pub. Date: December 2018

Don't Touch My Hair!
9 780316 562584

by Miller, Sharee

An entertaining picture book that teaches the importance of asking for permission first as a young girl attempts
to escape the curious hands that want to touch her hair. It seems that wherever Aria goes, someone wants to
touch her hair. In the street, strangers reach for her fluffy curls; and even under the sea, in the jungle, and in
space, she's chased by a mermaid, monkeys, and poked by aliens...until, finally, Aria has had enough! Authorillustrator Sharee Miller takes the tradition of appreciation of black hair to a new, fresh, level as she doesn't seek
to convince or remind young readers that their curls are beautiful--she simply acknowledges black beauty while
telling a fun, imaginative story.
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young

ISBN-13:

9780316562584

Price: $23.49

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: November 2018

Dragon Ball: That Time I Got Reincarnated As Yamcha!
9 781974 703715

by Toriyama, Akira

A Japanese high school student is on his way to a Dragon Ball event and makes a detour to hit on a cute girl.
Unfortunately, he meets with an unfortunate and fatal accident before he reaches her and, to his great surprise,
wakes up in the Dragon Ball universe as Yamcha! Being a Dragon Ball fan, he knows exactly what misery
awaits him as Yamcha, so he takes matters into his own hands and vows to make Yamcha the strongest Dragon
Ball character ever!

Publisher: Viz Media

ISBN-13:

9781974703715

Price: $12.99

Form: TP

Pages: 144

Pub. Date: November 2018

Elbow Grease
9 781524 773502

by Cena, John

THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From superstar entertainer John Cena comes a new picture-book
series all about perseverance and believing in yourself, featuring a little monster truck named Elbow Grease!
Meet Elbow Grease, a little monster truck with a big problem! He's smaller than his four brothers, but wants to
prove that he has the guts and the grit to do big things. He decides that entering the Demolition Derby is the
perfect way to show everyone that what he lacks in horsepower he makes up for in gumption. From multitalented mega celebrity John Cena comes this exciting story about the importance of believing in yourself and
never giving up. Full of high-octane illustrations and a new character kids will cheer for, this fun and fast-paced
Publisher: Random House Children's Books

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781524773502

Page: 6

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2018
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Famille... C'est une Famille
9 781443 164979

by O'Leary, Sara

See below for English description. Une enseignante demande aux élèves de sa classe de réfléchir à ce qui rend
leur famille spéciale. L'un d'entre eux croit que sa famille est trop différente des autres pour pouvoir l'expliquer.
En écoutant ses camarades décrire des familles de tous les types et de toutes les tailles, il réalise que sa famille,
bien qu'atypique, n'en est pas moins une famille. Tant l'adoption que les familles reconstituées,
l'homoparentalité, le divorce et les familles traditionnelles sont abordés dans cet album écrit par l'auteure Sara
O'Leary, lauréate de plusieurs prix. Un regard chaleureux et captivant sur différents types de familles, souligné
tout en douceur par les illustrations exquises de Qin Leng. When a teacher asks the children in her class to think
Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781443164979

Price: $11.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: February 2018

Fantastic Beasts: the Crimes of Grindelwald: the Original Screenplay
9 781338 263893

by Rowling, J. K.

J.K. Rowling'e(tm)s five-film Fantastic Beasts adventure series continues with the original screenplay for
Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338263893

Price: $29.99

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: November 2018

Gabriel and the Phantom Sleepers
9 781405 280884

by Nimmo, Jenny

Gabriel Silk's family are the keepers of a magical cloak, handed down the generations. When Gabriel's father is
called away, responsibility for the cloak falls to Gabriel. Gabriel must journey to his uncle's house, but someone
else is on the trail of the cloak and Gabriel's nightmare comes true - the cloak disappears. With the help of his
cousin Sadie, and an assortment of unexpected friends along the way, Gabriel sets out to find the cloak. But
they are heading towards great danger . . . and the Phantom Sleepers aren't far behind.

Publisher: Egmont Books, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781405280884

Price: $13.95

Form: TP

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: December 2018

Gardening with Emma : A Kid's Guide to Growing Food and Having Fun
9 781612 129259

by Biggs, Emma

Emma Biggs, an enthusiastic 13-year-old with a love of gardening, shares her just-for-kids advice on growing a
food garden, including theme garden ideas and tips for preparing, planting, and caring for a garden, along with
creative ways to have fun doing it.

Publisher: Storey Publishing, LLC

ISBN-13:

9781612129259

Page: 7

Price: $26.95

Form: TP

Pages: 144

Pub. Date: February 2019

www.whitehots.com
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Gekko Saves the City
9 781534 417724

by Testa, Maggie

When Gekko's pet lizard is turned into a monster, he must spring into action to save the city in this Level 1
Ready-to-Read based on PJ Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney Junior! Romeo has turned Gekko's
pet lizard, Lionel, into a huge monster! Lionel starts to destroy everything in his path, and it's up to the PJ
Masks to save the city. Go into the night to save the day and turn Lionel into a little lizard again! This
paperback edition comes with two sheets of stickers! PJ Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited /
Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014

Publisher: Simon Spotlight

ISBN-13:

9781534417724

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2018

Genius LEGO Inventions with Bricks You Already Have : 40+ New Robots, ...
9 781624 146787

by Dees, Sarah

Sarah Dees' first two LEGO books have launched into bestseller status, with over 80k copies sold combined.
Her latest book hits on the popular subject that draws many kids into LEGO in the first place--tinkering,
engineering, building, experimenting, solving problems and inventing. This book shares fun and exciting new
science-powered creations, following the storyline of two fictional LEGO minifigure kids who are inventors. As
the minifigures explore LEGO world and go on adventures, kids at home learn to build the scenes and amazing
inventions step by step. The projects are fun toys that kids can play with, but they also teach the important
science concepts at work behind levers, pulleys, suspension bridges, skyscrapers, gears, motorized machines,
Publisher: Page Street Publishing Company

ISBN-13:

9781624146787

Price: $29.95

Form: TP

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: November 2018

Go Show the World
9 780735 262928

by Kinew, Wab

We are a people who matter." Inspired by President Barack Obama's Of Thee I Sing , Go Show the World is a
tribute to historic and modern-day Indigenous heroes, featuring important figures such as Tecumseh, Sacagawea
and former NASA astronaut John Herrington. Celebrating the stories of Indigenous people throughout time,
Wab Kinew has created a powerful rap song, the lyrics of which are the basis for the text in this beautiful
picture book, illustrated by the acclaimed Joe Morse. Including figures such as Crazy Horse, Net-no-kwa,
former NASA astronaut John Herrington and Canadian NHL goalie Carey Price, Go Show the World
showcases a diverse group of Indigenous people in the US and Canada, both the more well known and the notPublisher: Tundra Books

ISBN-13:

9780735262928

Price: $21.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2018

Grandma Loves You Because You're You
9 781338 271430

by Baker, Liza

From the creators of the bestselling I Love You Because You're You comes a sequel that grandmothers will
cherish forever!

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781338271430

Page: 8

Price: $11.99

Form: BD

Pages: 20

Pub. Date: July 2018
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Great Game
9 781785 859168

by Moffat, Steven

Manga adaptation of the third Sherlock BBC episode - printed in English in the US for the first time! A mystery
enemy is causing utter chaos for Holmes and Watson. The villain creates a series of clues for the duo to solve and if they don't solve them, an innocent victim will die. Can Holmes and Watson solve the mysteries - and can
they avoid becoming victims themselves?

Publisher: Titan Books Limited

ISBN-13:

9781785859168

Price: $17.50

Form: TP

Pages: 224

Pub. Date: May 2018

Hari and His Electric Feet
9 781781 127551

by McCall Smith, Alexander

Hari is a dreamer with an unusual talent. He spends the few coins he earns washing cars on cinema trips to
watch (and learn from) his beloved Bollywood films. Then one day Hari's gloriously fancy footwork is spotted
by Mr Ram, a man on a mission to resolve conflicts near and far. Hari so entrances everyone with his magical
dancing that soon he is travelling all over the world and his electric feet bring harmony to all who see him
dance.

Publisher: Barrington Stoke, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781781127551

Price: $13.95

Form: TP

Pages: 160

Pub. Date: October 2018

Hello Ninjas!
9 781534 418691

by Holub, Joan

New from beloved author Joan Holub, Hello Ninjas! is a fun, playful board book about sneaky ninjas! Hello
mask Hello boots Hello ninjas wearing suits Ninjas ten point to the sky A challenge from the samurai! Perfect
for reading out loud, Joan Holub's hilarious text and Chris Dickason's lively illustrations will have little ones
learning and laughing as they try to find all the sneaky ninjas hidden on each page. A clever, interactive
approach to first concepts, this board book series also introduces important "next-step" concepts like counting in
a hilariously engaging way.

Publisher: Little Simon

ISBN-13:

9781534418691

Price: $11.99

Form: BD

Pages: 26

Pub. Date: August 2018

Hey, Wall : A Story of Art and Community
9 781481 453134

by Verde, Susan

Verde's unique style and simple yet increasingly important messages of peace, mindfulness, and community
make her stories a must-share...A must-purchase." -- School Library Journal (starred review) "Walls do not just
create barriers and divide spaces. They can be canvases for artmaking; opportunities to shape a community." -The Horn Book "This story of urban renewal sends a welcome double message by Verde: neighbors and
neighborhoods are more than the way they look, and ordinary people can band together to transform big things."
-- Publishers Weekly A boy takes on a community art project in order to make his neighborhood more beautiful
in this empowering and inspiring picture book by Susan Verde, stunningly illustrated by award-winning artist
Publisher: Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman ISBN-13:

9781481453134

Page: 9

Price: $23.99

Form: PB

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2018
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Hockey Superstars: 2018-2019
9 781443 163583

by Romanuk, Paul

More of today's greatest hockey stars! Seventeen of the NHL's hottest superstars are profiled, with glossy, fullpage, full-colour photos, with bios, previous-season stats, and pull-out interview quotes. Hockey Superstars also
includes info on all the teams -- with fill-in pages so kids can choose and track their favourite players and
predict the season -- referee signals, NHL award winners, and a countdown to the Cup fill-in poster! This year's
edition will also include men's and women's Olympic hockey highlights. It's a must-have for any hockey fan as
they head into the next exciting hockey season! The 2018--2019 edition features: Frederik Andersen, Toronto,
goal Brock Boeser, Vancouver, right wing Alex Ovechkin, Washington, defense Sidney Crosby, Pittsburgh,
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443163583

Price: $8.99

Form: TP

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2018

Hugs and Kisses for the Grouchy Ladybug
9 780062 835680

by Carle, Eric

From the World of Eric Carle comes a brand-new book starring the Grouchy Ladybug, a favorite character for
over 40 years! Perfect for fans of Love from the Hungry Caterpillar, this reminds us that that hugs and kisses
truly make the world go 'round and that we all need love, even when we're grouchy! With Eric Carle's signature
bright collage illustrations featuring an array of charming animals, this is the perfect gift for Valentine's Day, or
any time you want to share love with someone special. With its universal message of friendship, this little gift
book is perfect for all ages! Hugs and kisses for the grouchy ladybug will make you smile, clap, and jump for
joy!
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062835680

Price: $12.50

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: December 2018

I Am Birch
9 781944 762391

by Kelley, Scott

As dark rumors swirl through the woods, a birch tree uses wisdom and humor to put the animals' fears to rest
and emerges as the unlikely champion and protector of the forest.

Publisher: Islandport Press, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781944762391

Price: $20.95

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2018

I Am Human : A Book of Empathy
9 781419 731655

by Verde, Susan

From the creators of the bestselling I Am Peace comes a hopeful celebration of empathy and family

Publisher: Abrams, Inc.

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781419731655

Page: 10

Price: $18.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2018
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I Love You, Little Pookie
9 781534 437234

by Boynton, Sandra

From the beloved and bestselling Sandra Boynton, here is I Love You, Little Pookie , a sweet and simple board
book that offers a declaration of unwavering love from Mom to her wonderful child. I Love You, Little Pookie
is an affectionate and heartfelt celebration--for Valentine's Day and every day--enlivened with those funny and
captivating Boynton drawings. And Pookie's Mom wisely knows that the best way to say I love you is simply to
say it: Through the days, through the nights, come rain or come shine, I love you, little Pookie. You'll always be
mine.

Publisher: Little Simon

ISBN-13:

9781534437234

Price: $7.99

Form: BD

Pages: 18

Pub. Date: December 2018

I'm an Immigrant Too : An Australian Story
9 781534 436022

by Fox, Mem

From beloved Australian author Mem Fox comes a timely picture book about how all of our lives are enriched
by the vibrant cultural diversity immigrants bring to their new communities. What journeys we have travelled,
from countries near and far! Together now, we live in peace, beneath the Southern Star. Inspired by the plight of
immigrants around the world, Mem Fox was moved to write this lyrical and rhyming exploration of the myriad
ways immigrants have enriched her home country of Australia. Young readers everywhere will see themselves-and their friends and neighbors--in this powerful and moving picture book.

Publisher: Beach Lane Books

ISBN-13:

9781534436022

Price: $23.99

Form: PB

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: October 2018

Impostors
9 781338 151510

by Westerfeld, Scott

Deception. Risk. Betrayal. Redemption. Master storyteller Scott Westerfeld is at the top of his game, and back
to his most famous realm.

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338151510

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2018

Last Airbender-Imbalance
9 781506 704890

by Hicks, Faith Erin

When Aang, Katara, Sokka, and Toph return to Earthen Fire Industries--the factory owned by Toph's father-Team Avatar finds that the once small town is now booming. Expecting a warm welcome, Aang is surprised
when their arrival is met with unimpressed, cold-shouldered spectators. As soon as the team is asked for help at
a business council meeting, the reason for the slight becomes clear--a massive bender versus non-bender
conflict has gripped the town and is threatening to turn violent.

Publisher: Dark Horse Comics

ISBN-13:

9781506704890

Page: 11

Price: $14.99

Form: TP

Pages: 80

Pub. Date: December 2018

www.whitehots.com

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Let's Go, Rescue Trucks!
9 781338 256802

by Scholastic Inc Staff

Little ones will learn about six different rescue trucks in this fun, rhyming read-aloud book with two spinning
wheels!

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781338256802

Price: $10.99

Form: BD

Pages: 12

Pub. Date: September 2018

Merry Christmas, Little Pookie
9 781534 437241

by Boynton, Sandra

Pookie and Mom get ready to welcome Christmas, in this gentle and captivating board book from the beloved
and bestselling Sandra Boynton. It's Christmas Eve Join Mom and her little Pookie as they prepare for the
merriest of holidays. Together they happily walk through the falling snow, bake Christmas cookies, decorate the
house, and sing with friends and family--and at last settle down to sleep. Told and illustrated with Sandra
Boynton's celebrated charm and pizzazz, Merry Christmas, Little Pookie is sure to become a Christmas classic.

Publisher: Little Simon

ISBN-13:

9781534437241

Price: $7.99

Form: BD

Pages: 18

Pub. Date: September 2018

Moomin's Pancake Picnic Peep-Inside
9 780241 349069

by Jansson, Tove

There's going to be a pancake picnic and everyone in Moominvalley is invited. It's time for Moomintroll to
gather everyone together, but where is Little My? She loves pancakes! Little My's distinctive red dress should
be easy to spot, but it turns out that there are lots of other red things in Moominvalley! Moominpappa's saw,
Snorkmaiden's flowers, Snufkin's tent . . . Will Moomintroll manage to find his friend before the pancakes get
cold? This interactive novelty format has a different die-cut hole on every spread, so children can help Moomin
peep through the holes to find his friend.

Publisher: Penguin Books, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780241349069

Price: $18.99

Form: BD

Pages: 10

Pub. Date: August 2019

Moving Day!
9 781443 163989

by Munsch, Robert

Moving day has never been so much fun! Moving day is never easy, especially when there are little kids
around. Mom and Dad can really use big sister Danielle's help in taking care the little kids. And she knows just
how to keep them out of the way -- pack them up with all of the stuff! When the family arrives at their brandnew home, and the kids are unpacked -- well, let's just say that they are ready to take care of Danielle, too! This
story was inspired by a family that Robert Munsch once stayed with in Montreal, Quebec -- which had five
children and had moved to a new house only days before! This funny tale is for all kids, especially those who
have dealt with the stress of a big move. And even more especially for those who have dreamt about turning the
Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781443163989

Page: 12

Price: $19.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2018

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Mustafa
9 781773 061382

by Gay, Marie-Louise

Young Mustafa feels invisible in his adopted home until a "girl-with-a-cat" extends a welcoming hand -- a new
book from world-renowned author and illustrator Marie-Louise Gay.

Publisher: Groundwood Books

ISBN-13:

9781773061382

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: August 2018

My First Book of Canadian Birds
9 781771 086530

by Miller, Andrea

Help your child identify birds like the Canada goose, American robin, and yellow warbler in their natural
habitats with colourful and whimsical collage-style illustrations from breakout East Coast artist Angela Doak (
Atlantic Animal ABC ). Simple, gentle text gives readers a peek into the habitats of Canadian birds and
introduces child and parent to fun facts about everything from bird sounds to egg sizes! My First Book of
Canadian Birds is the perfect way to introduce young readers to birds from across the country.

Publisher: Nimbus Publishing, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781771086530

Price: $22.95

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2018

Mythical Beasts
9 781465 477279

by Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff

Improve your reading skills while learning about myths, legends, fairytales, and folklore. These fantastic
retellings feature great stories from mythology about terrifying dragons and monsters, magical winged animals,
the undead, gods and goddesses, and shapeshifters. Mythical Beasts is a new title in the exciting and engaging
four-level DK Readers series. Developing a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers cover a vast range of
fascinating subjects featuring DK's stunning photography, to support children as they learn to read.

Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781465477279

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 64

Pub. Date: October 2018

Noah Scape Can't Stop Repeating Himself
9 781781 127728

by Bass, Guy

Noah Scape loves dinosaurs and spaghetti with tomato sauce. But Noah doesn't always get what he wants and
when school doesn't revolve around dinosaur facts and lunch isn't always his tried and tested favourite, well...
enough is enough! It's time for him to stop wishing and to decide on exactly what he needs: a world full of
Noahs.

Publisher: Barrington Stoke, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781781127728

Page: 13

Price: $11.95

Form: TP

Pages: 72

Pub. Date: October 2018

www.whitehots.com

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

On the News : Our First Talk about Tragedy
9 781459 817845

by Roberts, Jillian

Using illustrations, full-color photographs and straightforward text, this nonfiction picture book introduces the
topics of tragedy and disaster to young readers.

Publisher: Orca Book Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781459817845

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2018

Operation - Shufongfong
9 781629 918716

by Stilton, Geronimo

Geronimo Stilton is back in new comic stories based on the animated series, now airing on Netflix! The famous
Prince Nogouda pays a visit to New Mouse City and ace reporter Geronimo Stilton has an exclusive interview.
Meanwhile, at the Mouse Museum, the rare breed of Shufongfong lizards have been kidnapped! Could like
Prince and his kingdom in the Bandel jungle have anything to do with this? Geronimo, Thea, Trap, and
Benjamin are on the case!

Publisher: Papercutz

ISBN-13:

9781629918716

Price: $13.99

Form: TC

Pages: 56

Pub. Date: October 2018

Over the Garden Wall Original Graphic Novel: Distillatoria
9 781684 152681

by Campbell, Jim

When they mysteriously wake up back home from being lost in the Unknown, brothers Greg and Wirt have to
help their friend Beatrice--a talking blue jay--return safely before anyone realizes she can talk. When Greg and
Wirt make it back home from the Unknown, their victory is bittersweet when they realize Beatrice came as
well. Now, it's up to them to help Beatrice return safely to the Unknown before anyone realizes she can talk. As
the brothers juggle keeping Beatrice's secret safe as Sara expresses a newfound interest in Greg, only Beatrice
notices something sinister lurking in the shadows.

Publisher: Boom! Studios

ISBN-13:

9781684152681

Price: $18.99

Form: TP

Pages: 144

Pub. Date: November 2018

Parade of Elephants
9 780062 668271

by Henkes, Kevin

Hooray! The elephants are here. Get ready! They march and they march and they march . . .

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780062668271

Page: 14

Price: $23.99

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: September 2018

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Pete the Cat Goes Camping
9 780062 675293

by Dean, James

Pete the Cat is ready to explore the great outdoors! He hikes, fishes, and even hears a campfire story about a
mysterious creature named Bigfoot. Pete can't help but wonder, is Bigfoot real It's up to Pete to find out the
truth!

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062675293

Price: $5.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2018

Pete the Cat's 12 Groovy Days of Christmas
9 780062 675279

by Dean, James

A brand-new Pete the Cat Christmas picture book! Pete and his friends are rockin' and groovin' while counting
down the days to Christmas! Who needs five golden rings, when you can have five onion rings Join Pete and
the gang for one-of-a-kind holiday cheer. He adds a cool-cat spin on a well-known Christmas carol, bringing a
hip and energetic spirit to the season. This is a perfect Christmas gift for Pete the Cat fans who are eagerly
awaiting Santa's arrival.

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062675279

Price: $15.99

Form: TC

Pages: 48

Pub. Date: September 2018

Play Ball, Pikachu!
9 781338 237528

by Sander, Sonia

The new Pokémon are here, and kids gotta catch 'em all! This Level 2 reader features the Alola Pokémon from
Nintendo's hit games for Nintendo DS, Sun & Moon. Includes one sheet of stickers.

Publisher: Scholastic, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781338237528

Price: $6.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2018

Prima Games Reader Level 3 Pokemon: Ash's Epic Island Challenge
9 780744 019469

by Whitehill, Simcha

Young Pokémon fans will enjoy this fun, easy-to-read story about Ash Ketchum from the Pokémon series and
his Epic Island Adventures in Alola! This Level 3 Reader, for children aged 7 to 9 years old, tells a fun and
exciting story about Ash's adventures in Alola. With engaging content, young readers will be eager to read the
story over and over again while engaging in a more challenging reading experience. * Experience Ash's
incredible Island Challenge in Alola. * Stunning photographs and lively illustrations. * Engaging, ageappropriate content. * Level 3 Reader contains more complex sentence structure.

Publisher: DK Games

ISBN-13:

9780744019469

Page: 15

Price: $4.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: August 2018

www.whitehots.com

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Round and Round the Garden
9 781786 281975

by Kubler, Annie

This award winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well
-known nursery rhymes and interactive text.

Publisher: Child's Play International Lim

ISBN-13:

9781786281975

Price: $5.99

Form: BD

Pages: 12

Pub. Date: May 2019

Scholastic Book of World Records 2019
9 781338 307856

by Scholastic Inc Staff

Incredible world records, social media sensations, and pop culture crazes from the past year! This book covers
everything from science, tech, sports, music, movies, animals, and more.

Publisher: Scholastic Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781338307856

Price: $16.99

Form: TP

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: December 2018

See, Touch, Feel : A First Sensory Book
9 780312 527594

by Priddy, Roger

An interactive first book for baby and parent to share. This book is specially designed to engage babies through
sensory play with plenty to see, touch, and hear.

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9780312527594

Price: $16.99

Form: BD

Pages: 16

Pub. Date: September 2018

Sleeping Bunnies
9 781786 281982

by Kubler, Annie

This award winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well
-known nursery rhymes and interactive text.

Publisher: Child's Play International Lim

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781786281982

Page: 16

Price: $5.99

Form: BD

Pages: 12

Pub. Date: May 2019

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Sloth at the Zoom
9 781771 472494

by Becker, Helaine
A laid-back sloth reminds an entire zoo to sloooow down

Publisher: Owlkids Books Inc.

ISBN-13:

9781771472494

Price: $19.95

Form: TC

Pages: 40

Pub. Date: August 2018

Snowy Nap
9 780399 170737

by Brett, Jan

When winter comes, Hedgie tries to stay awake so he doesn't miss out on all the fun his friends are having.
Snow is on the way, and as Hedgie trundles around the farm all his friends tell him of the winter-time fun he
will miss as he hibernates--Icicles decorating the chicken coop! Lisa making snowmen! The pond turned to
slippery ice! It sounds so amazing, Hedgie decides to stay awake instead of going to his burrow. But then a
snowstorm starts. Luckily, Lisa finds him and brings him inside so Hedgie gets to see the wonders of winter
from inside the cozy house.

Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group

ISBN-13:

9780399170737

Price: $24.99

Form: TC

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2018

Splat the Cat Gets a Job!
9 780062 697059

by Scotton, Rob

You know Splat the Cat from his bestselling picture books and phonics fun in Level One readers. Now get
ready to graduate with Splat into Level Two readers! This all-new I Can Read features splat-tastic inventions as
Splat tries his paw at a new job-newspaper cat. Splat is so excited to be the new newspaper cat! But getting up
super early, keeping track of all those papers, and delivering to all those houses sure isn't as easy as it looks.
With help from Kitten, and some cool inventions, can Splat figure out how to toss papers like a pro Splat the
Cat Gets a Job is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little
help. Don't miss Splat's very first Level Two adventure!
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062697059

Price: $5.99

Form: TP

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: September 2018

Supers (Book One)
9 781603 094399

by Maupomé, édéric

Mat, Lili, and Benji aren't from around here. Abandoned on planet Earth, hiding far from their home, they can't
even use their powers in public, for fear of being discovered. Starting at a new school is hard enough already...
SUPERS won the first ever Youth Award from ACBD (the French Association of Comics Critics) thanks to its
rich blend of family tension, super-thrills, and classroom drama, all presented in gorgeous full-color artwork.
Now it's your turn to meet these awesome immigrants. Welcome to the family!

Publisher: Top Shelf Productions

ISBN-13:

9781603094399

Page: 17

Price: $19.99

Form: TP

Pages: 112

Pub. Date: January 2019
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Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Thirteen Doctors 13 Stories
9 780241 356173

by Potter, Beatrice

Twelve wonderful tales of adventure, science, magic, monsters and time travel - featuring all twelve Doctors are waiting for you in this very special Doctor Who book. And now they're joined by a very exciting, and very
exclusive, new tale written by Naomi Alderman that will star the Thirteenth Doctor, as she battles to save the
universe with her three close and trusted friends. Other authors featured are: Eoin Colfer, Michael Scott, Marcus
Sedgwick, Philip Reeve, Patrick Ness, Richelle Mead, Malorie Blackman, Alex Scarrow, Charlie Higson, Derek
Landy, Neil Gaiman, and Holly Black.

Publisher: Penguin Books, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780241356173

Price: $26.95

Form: TP

Pages: 624

Pub. Date: April 2019

We Are Displaced : True Stories of Refugee Lives
9 780316 523646

by Yousafzai, Malala

With her powerful new book, Nobel Peace Prize-winner Malala Yousafzai will start with her own story of
displacement as an Internally Displaced Person to show what it means to lose your home, your community, and
the only world you've ever known. She will also share the personal stories of some of the incredible girls she
has met on her various journeys to refugee camps and the cities where refugee girls and their families have
settled. In a time of immigration crises, war, and border conflicts, We Are Displaced is an important reminder
from one of the world's most famous persons who experienced displacement that everyone deserves universal
human rights and a home.
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young

ISBN-13:

9780316523646

Price: $24.99

Form: TC

Pages: 224

Pub. Date: January 2019

Wheels on the Bus
9 781786 281968

by Kubler, Annie

This award winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well
-known nursery rhymes and interactive text.

Publisher: Child's Play International Lim

ISBN-13:

9781786281968

Price: $5.99

Form: BD

Pages: 12

Pub. Date: May 2019

World Of Kindness
9 781772 780505

by Featherstone, Ann

The editors of Pajama Press unite with nine of their celebrated children's illustrators and to create a picture book
about the many ways a small child can make the world a kinder place

Publisher: Pajama Press

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781772780505

Page: 18

Price: $19.95

Form: RI

Pages: 32

Pub. Date: October 2018

Gift a Book 2018- Children and Teens

Yoga for Kids
9 781465 475411

by Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff

Teach your kids about yoga and mindfulness with this mindful yoga activity book. Yoga activities are a great
way to teach children about relaxation, meditation, and peace--while having fun at the same time. This book is
packed with yoga activities for kids and mindful games. Kids can stretch into tree pose, bend into butterfly
pose, learn how to make a mindfulness jar, and find out why and how we should stretch through a series of fun
yoga poses and sequences. With more than 50 poses and activities, Yoga for Kids has everything you need to
know about yoga for children. Children are guided through each pose, to make sure they achieve maximum fun
and mindfulness in their yoga practice. Parents are given notes on each pose, to let them know what benefits it
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Publishing,

ISBN-13:

9781465475411

Price: $21.99

Form: TP

Pages: 72

Pub. Date: September 2018

Zen Teen : 101 Mindful Ways to Stay Calm When Life Gets Stressful
9 781580 057820

by Richardson, Tanya Carroll

The teen years are an exciting time when young people discover who they are and get a glimpse of everything
they can become. But it can also be a challenging time, full of strong emotions and complicated personal and
social dynamics. To rise above the stress and truly thrive, teens need real coping mechanisms and creative tools
designed just for them. Zen Teen teaches teens to recognize their individual strengths, feel empowered when
facing challenges, and navigate the world with confidence. Smart, fresh, and designed for today's modern teen,
Zen Teen helps teens manage the demands of daily life by engaging the teen brain in proactive strategies like.
Identifying Gurus, Practicing Realistic Optimism, Becoming A Self-Awareness Samurai, Expressing
Publisher: Seal Press

ISBN-13:

9781580057820

Price: $20.99

Form: TP

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: September 2018

Zoom, Zoom, Zoom!
9 781786 281999

by Kubler, Annie

This award winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well
-known nursery rhymes and interactive text.

Publisher: Child's Play International Lim

ISBN-13:

9781786281999

Page: 19

Price: $5.99

Form: BD

Pages: 12

Pub. Date: May 2019
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